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Rockwell Amuses, Provokes,Angers
Minus body guards and uni.
form, George Lincoln Rockwell,
Commander of the American
Nazi Party, amused, provoked
and angered capacity crowds at
McConnell Auditorium and Nich.
olson Pavilion Wednesday.
His message: try the Jews.
deport the Negroes and salute
the flag.
The self.proclaimed disciple
of Adolf Hitler charged that Com.
munism is a Jewish plot to sub.
vert the world.
"The Communist.Jews are
gradually degenerating our
spirits. They're attacking Chris..
tian whites through the arts,"

Rockwell stressed.
The Commander cited poet
Allen Ginsberg and artist PablO
Picasso as being only a handful
of Jews devot~ to confusing
our thoughts.
"We never find out about the
Jewish conspiracy because Jews
control the American press,"
according to Rockwell.
The _Commander complained
that his party has been con.
stantly suppressed by the press
in an effort to ''quarantine"
anti-semitism.
The· Jews' fate under Rock•
well: rehabilitation or execu.
ti on.

Next, the Comrilanderdirected
his blasts toward American Ne.
groes.
"Negroes have no business
in this country. They certainly
have no right to prowl the streets
chanting 'black power'. Jf you
- or I screamed 'white power' in
Africa, they'd eat us up!" Rocke
well stated.
The Commander also charged
that Negroes have less fore.
sight than whites.
Rockwell favors sending them
back to Africa. Failing this,
he would restrict them to Miami
Beach or .arooklyn.
,, Rockwell predicted an econom.
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SGA Convention Keynoter Boileau
Advances Challenge To Candidates
"The SGA is not' necessary
unless it can continually achieve
new heights."
So stated Nominating Conven.
tion Key.Note speaker Don Boil.
eau, Assistant Director of For..
ensic at Central.
Speaking before a crowded McConnell Auditorium Thursday
night, BoUeau attacked students
who run "merely for power."
"Elected officials should use
the powers of office to develop
better programs for the student
body,,, Boileau stressedo
The first night of the three
day convention was also highlighted by nomination of can.
didates for legislative positions,
and adoption of convention rules.
Tonight's session will seedel..
egates elect two candidates for
each legislative office. Delegates will also nominate candi.
dates for SGA executive post.
tions.
Offices available are presi.
_dent, executive vice president,
social vice president, and sec- ,
retary.
Candidates for honor council,
the SGA judicial body, are not
nominated at the convention, but
file in the SGA office to appear
on the ballot.
Convention activities will draw
to a close Saturday night when

delegation representatives se.
lect a maximum of two candt.
dates for each SGA office. These
candidates will be voted up0n
by the general student body the
following Friday.
The results of campaigning
and subsequent voting will be
revealed to all campaigners next

Friday night at a banquet to
be held at Sue Lombard Dining
Hall.
According to elections chair.
man Dewain Lein, students are
invited to observe convention
activities tonight and Saturday
beginning at 7 p.m. All spectators must sit in the balcony.

10.

..
,

acy."
·At a pr_ess conference follow.
ing his first address, Rockwell
named President Johnson, Barry
Goldwater and Walter Reuther
as the three most dangerous
Americans.
That morning RockWell had
given reporters his evaluation
of Southern segregation and of
the Ku Klux Klan.
·
Rockwell thinks the Southern
sctgregatlonist has "fin(} in·
sticts" toward race mixing but
that they are "100 years behind
the times."
One hundred ymrs ago Rocle.
well "would have joined the
Klan. A bunch of us could get
on horses with "•"-H:e robes and
ride up to some L:tw..) Nigger's
shack and l
'=> · th~ hE>ll ou'
of him •••"
"Today, you put <'!l a sheei.
and march through Detroi~ a"'--~
they laugh. I mean, they don't
even attack you; it's just funny.
The modern form of the Klan
is the Nazi party.~'
Rockwell's visit was arranged
by the SGA "in the interest of
controversy," according to John
Kinsey, SGA president.
(See Page 2)

(Photo by Pete_Edlund)

Pike Address On New Morality
Set For McConnell Auditorium
The man who "Look" mag~

z1ne described as "an American Bishop in search of a space·

Alcohol Cancels
SweecyDay?

SS Tests Available
Selective Service college qualification test applications are
now available in the Dean of
Men's office.
Students who wish to take the
test may pick up the application
forms attheDean'soffice, Barge
101. In order to take the test,
to be held March 11 and 31 and
April · 8, the applications will
have to be in the mail by Feb.

ic depression in 1969.
"Of what nature, I'm not sure.
But it w111 be sparked by inflation and racial tension," according to Rockwell.
The Commander ilj.tends to
ride the wave of discontent to
the presidency in 1972.
"People will want a man who
will stand up for white suprem.

Confetti For Kinsey
Conventioners are showered with confetti during the demonstration of support given for John Kinsey at last year's
SGA convention. Wild demonstrations, campaign speeches
and politiking will be the order of the evening tonight
and tomorrow night, the final two nights of this yea.r's
. convention. • ' .
•• t t '

The value of Sweecy Day, the
student body's annual weekend of
parties, pig chasing, and pale
climbs, is , currently being
studied by the SGA Legislature
and the Administration.
Concern for its contribution
to Central' s social ~alendar
stems from rambunctious student behavior in years past. Last
year, according to an SGA offi·
cial, 30 students were arrested
for drunkeness during the three
day event.
The present investigation was
sparked by a letter to Don Wise,
dean of men, tromJamesQuann,
his predecessor. ·
An SGA. committee is now
reviewing the Sweecy Day format
in an effort to suggest format
revisions that would discourage
drinking.

A final decision on sweecy Day
rests with the Administration.
,, ,'
•••

age God," will address Central
students at McConnell Auditori·
um next Thursday.
The former Protestant Episcopal Bishop of California, James
Ao Pike, will speak on "The New
Morality: What is This Treasure?"
The former Bishop advocates
the rejection of "meaningless"
doctrines such as the Trinity,
the Virgin Birth, and the Divinity
ot Jesus.

"What Christianity needs,"
Pike suggests, is more belief,'
fewer beliefs."
His outsp0keness has led nu.
merous Church factions to brand
him a heretic. These criticisms
prompted Pike to resign his
post as bishop.
The former bishop has 101.
lowed such diverse paths as
lawyer, teacher, naval officer,
Roman Catholic and bishop.
Pike is now a member of the
resident staff of· the Center for
the Study of Democratic Institutions in Santa Barbara, Calif.
His visit to Central bas been
arranged by the SGA as a part
d. the artist and lecture series.
It
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Rockwell Reveals Program for U_.S. Naziism
America. 's top Nazi, George
Lincoln Rockwell, roomed in a
men's residence hall here Wed.
nesday.
Rockwell came alone, a r-uest
of SGA, delivered two addresses, and spent nearly a full day
on campus. Rockwell resided at
Quigly Hall.
In an interview with repre.
sentatlves of the 'Crier' and
KCWS (Campus radio) Rockwell
spoke to questions concerning
himself and his movement.

In his visits to ca.mpuses
across the , com.1try, Rockwell
finds that student reactions to
his pitch vary widely. Hostility
is grGatest "in. big cities and in
the East," Rockwell said~ At
one t;own he was told that "all
the eggs in town had beEll bought
up" in anticipation of his ar.
rival.
''The most wholesome atmos.
phere is here in the Northwest,"
Rockwell said. "People are fair
and give me a chance to be

heard," he noted.
In reaction to one ca.mpus.
related element Rockwell's
Nazis have developed "Hatenan. nies". The "Hatennanny" is the
Nazi answer to "the dirty beard.

not to
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ed beatniks singers" who par.
ticipate in Hootenannies. "They
sing communism," Rockwell
said of "Hoot" performers. "I
find that humor is one of the
best weapons for people who
take themselves as seriously
as the communists do.''
Rockwell came to Central without Storm troopers or bodyguards, and without Nazi re.
ga.lla. "I'm not here to agitate;
this is not a street scene,"
he said. "I'm here to present
ideas.''
Of course the "ideas" that
are most asked · about are his
plans for dealing with American Jews and Negroes. Should
he win national control, Rockwell says that he would see
that the 80 per cent of Amert.
can Jews who are "traitors"
stand trial before American
grand juries.
"You can't rehabilltate the
kind of Jew I want to get rid
of. An example of that would
be the Rosenburgs (convicted of
revealing nuclear weapons secrets)-... we fried them in the
el~ctric chair at Sing Sing.''
Rockwell lists three 'types of
treason-"to the great United

our

States and the Republic and
Constitution; treason on behalf
of Israel through the interna.
tional Zionist movement; and
racial treasono
Racial treason is committed by
the Jews in "using Negroes
as a juggernaut to throw at
.the throats of the white pea.
pie."
Rockwell claims to be "fighting _for my white race/' The
negro is inferior, socially dis·ruptive and "should be shipped
hi.ck tO Africa," Rockwell said.
Rockwell would take the monies
used to commt Negro crime
and establish a "modern Negro
state in Africa."
This would be done without
violence. ''The first step would
be to repeal the section of the
constitution which tries to make
Americans out of Africans."
As to the feasibillty of the plan,
Rockwell cites the W w llmove.
ment of 20 milllon U.$. men
"under arms and under fire all
around the world.''

The American Nazi Party has
about 1,800 hard-coremembers»
according to Rockwello However,
he expects this number to swell
rapidly in the next few years
"The working people will be so
0

strong leader ship
fed up with the race situation.being taxed to death and pushed
around that they will be looking
for some very strong leadership.
And I propose to give it to them."
Rockwell predicts that some
· uphoney rightwinger like Re.
gan" will be elected President
in 1969. "Then they will pull
the plug like they did on Hoover
in 1929 .'' The conspiracy will
advance a communist to solve
the crisis, but the people w111
elect Rockwell instead.
Then Naziism will save Amer.
tea from the "Communist Jews
and the "inferiorH Negroes» thus
preserving white power and the
Constitution.

"we fried them • • •''

AWS Honors
Girl. Scholars
Approximately 150 girls attended the Associated Women
Students Winter Scholarship Tea
held January 19 in the Grupe
Conference Center. The theme
for the tea was "Who Is Educated?"
Dr. Luther Baker, assistant
Professor of home economics,
was the guest speaker.
After the guest speaker, Mary.
belle Rockey, dean of women,
presented each girls' dormitory
with a plaque engraved with the
name of the girls in that dormitory with the highest grade point.
Following
Rockey's presentation, the awarding of cer..
tificates to those girls scoring
a 3.70 or ,higher, was conducted
by Miss Barbara McPhail.
In conclusion, Miss Donna
Jones, Kamola sophomore, performed a vocal solo, and the
closing was given by Marianne
Pillers.

Dean

French Club
Trys Karate
The French are supposed to
be lovers~ not fighters.
But Le Cercle Parisienne,
·French Club, seemed determin·
ed to rout that idea with its
karate demonstration.
The demonstration was the
brainchild of M. JacquesWachs,
advisor to French Club and spon..
sor of the Inshuru Karate club.
Stephen Armstrong of Tacoma,
one of a handful of Caucasian
eighth degree black belt hold
ers, worked out with Steve Gray
and seven other members of
the campus clu.b.
The eight club members put
on four matches. Afterward sev·
eral ventured comments about
the nature of karate. They felt
the benefit of karate was both
through the physical discipline
and through the philosophy of
karate. Explained one, "When
you study -karate, you see how
f<>:<>lish it is to fight.
Armstrong explained, "There
is no protective gear. So the
idea isn't how hard you can
hit.
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Ana ytic ~tudy esuh
Of Fall Probation Rate
Nearly 20 per cent of Central's students are on proba·
tion this quarter. As a result, .
a continuing analytic study has
been begun to compile and cen·
tralize comparative data, according to Dr. Y. T. Wither
spoon, dean of students.
Without these comparative
facts from each individual, from
class to class, quarter to quar•
ter, campus to campus, a fact
like the probation statement Is
of little value, Witherspoon said.
"The statistics are a little
deceiving, in that we had 1,390

first-quarter freshmen fall quar.
ter but, by statistics, we had
1,993 freshmen," commented
E. E. Underwood, registrar.
This means that unless statistics
are properly interpreted, they
~an be misleading.
Underwood did not feel that the
one to five ratio of probation
was excessive for afall quarter.
He mentioned that, based on his
six years' experience at Cen·
tral, the probationary group
would decline some this quarter
but wlll reduce considerably
spring quarter. The reason for
this ls the fact that suspensions
will be handed out to those students on probation now who fail
to raise their grades.
Underwood said that there is
a marked increase in upper
The annual college bowl com. division enrollment, not equaled·
peititon between dorms on ·cam. in freshman enrollment. How·
pus is cancelled for this year. ever, the bulk of probationary
When asked the reason for cases lie in the freshman and
the cancellation, Al Heritage, sophomore classes. One of the
the chairman of the college bowl reasons he attributes this to is
committee blamed "lack of in- that the average grade for the
terest" as the only reason.
100 courses run near to the
"Last year's college bowl was. 1.8 area, depending on the de·
met with such enthusiam that I partment and as the courses
can't understand why students increase . so do the average
are not interested this year," grade.
Heritage said. ,
There will be an attempt to get
An individual running file con..
students interested in ·an inter.
sisting
of basic information will
collegiate college bowl for
be
begun
each fall quarter by
spring quarter.
the
Dean of Students' office.
In the past, the four highest ·
scorers in . the dorm competi. Every in-coming student's rection have been chosen as rep. ord will be kept up as long as
resentatives for inter.collegt. he remains at Central.
ate competition .. Concerning the
Presently, all the information
procedure for choosing this is there, but not centrally loyear's representatives Heritage cated. Also, many comparative
said, "The names of interested statistics concerning other quarstudents will more or less be ters and years are not centraldrawn out of the hat."
ized.
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Miss Ellensburg Pageantry
Presented by Local Jaycees
Ellensburg awaits the night ot
The master of ceremonies for
Feb. 1, 1967, when the Ellensthe contest will be Stewart Bled·
burg Jaycees will reveal the
soe, State Representative. Mr.
girl on the top. step of the
Charles Fuller will direct the
CWSC Orchestra and Mr. John
"Stairway to the Stars," the
1967 Miss Ellensburg.
De Merchant will also performo
This year's pageant is direct• Special guest entertainers are
ed .bY Mr. John Theden, vice• 1966 Miss Washington and 1967
president of the Ellensburg Jay·
Miss Yakima.
cees.
The pageant wlll be held in
"The purpose of the pageant Morgan Junior High School at
is impartant," Theden said .. "We 8:00 p.m. Tickets may be pur.
are mainly intere,sted in what chased from the finalists, from
we can do for the girls."
the National Bank of Commerce,
On Jan. 18, 1967, ten final· or atthe door. Only 1,000tickets
ists were selected. They are will be sold.
Pam Brook, Dorothy Byers,
Marcia Cutts, Lynn Dobbs, Vir·
ginia Lee Holland, Margie
Marsh, Mary Ann Olson, Karen
Raaum, Pat Thomas, and Sue
Whipple.
Winners of the Fall Quarter
"The girls show superior tal·
GPA trophies will receive their
ents," Theden said.
Judges will focus 50 per cent · a wards Monday night, January
Of their attention on talent, 20
23, at 5:30 in Holmes dining
per cent on appearance in evehall.
ning gowns, '20 per cent on
Elwood, Co-op winner, and
bathing suit appearance and 10
Monroe,
dorm winner, will be
per cent on q\iestions handed
the contestants by the judges. honored in the presentation by
The girls themselves vote on Dean Wise, dean of men.
the Miss Congeniality Award
Competition was stiff with the
to be presented at the pageant .. eventual winners besting MiddleTwo runners-up wlll be an- ton and North, last Spring's
nounced. The second runner. winners, while Muzzall placed
up wlll receive a $75 scholar· third despite the hectic disor.
ship; the first runner-up will be der of moving into a new dorm ..
awarded a $100 scholarship; and
"There may be more trophies
Miss Ellensburg will receive a
$150 scholarship, a $100 ward- given if sufficient interest is
.robe·, and a trip to the Miss Wash· shown," said Dean Wise. There
ington Contest in June. Each have been two trophies since the
finalist will receive a gold brace· progrd.m was instituted, but
let in memory. of the 1 page~t~ , more may be added.

Top Dorms Receive
Fall GPA Trophies
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

CampusCrier
EDITORIAL PAGE

Group Seeks
Yakima River
Conservation

By DICK TRAPP
Contributing Reporter
The Yakima River Conservan''Sp()tlight'
cy, a conservation pressure
group composed of people who
don't want to see the Yakima
River and its water-shed go
to pot, was formed in Ellensburg
Like many others, we were taken by surprise by Commander
last summer.
Rockwell. He didn't rant and he didn't rave. He wore no uniform
Recognizing that the river
or swastikaed arm bands. He had no bodyguards.
itself could easily become an
We expected to be insulted. Instead, we were charmed, flat·
open sewer and its water-shed a
tered, amused, and soft-sold. Rockwell proved to be a master
geographical. blight, this group
communicator. He told us that he would be speaking straight to
of some 70 people has resolved
us with no gimmicks. He thanked us for allowing him his right
to do what it can to prevent
to speak.
these happeningso
Rockwell even provoked laughter from his student audience.
To date, the group has sent
Mostly, it laughed with, not at, him. Several times the Commembers to speak to any and
mander of America's Nazis was applauded. But it was Rockwell
all interested clubs and organ• the performer, not Rockwell the Nazi, who drew the laughs and
izations to enlist their suppart~
applause.
They have composed and sent
If . anybody could disprove his reference material, Rockwell
letters to state, county, and
challenged, then he'd pay $1,000 and go to work for Martin Luther
local officials explaining their
King. People laughed.
aims and goals.
Rockwell was "for free speech" but against "traitors'' who
In addition, and most impart'' You'f2.£ 01 FFE?l(f?NT FrzoAA MOG'f oF TH' eo-<6> 1' vc:
advocate giving aid to the Viet Cong. He was for law, law enforce- '
ant, they have taken samples of
C/A~D ON Tf-H6 CAMPU4?, "
ment, and the "cop on the beat". People applauded.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t h e water in the river and have
Yet when Rockwell drifted into the realm of Nazi dogma he
found it to contain a sufficiently
destroyed empathy he had labored to create. Talk of trying
high c.ount ol pollution to make
· millions of ''traitorous" Jews and of deporting Negro Americans
it dangerous for swimming, fishmade it obvious that the freedom which allows Rockwell to speak
ing, or even washing in some
of the world that we have not
would be nonexistent in a Nazi America.
places.
a moral and humanitarian obWe are glad that Rockwell used the soft-sell. The most important
Although the group would hesligation? I will always main·
lesson to be learned from his visit is thai tyranny need not be
To the Editor: ·
itate
to make any accusations
tain thatpeaceobtained through
cloaked in the shouting of hatred. Tyranny can as easily accompany
Concerning Lee's article on
without absolute knowledge of
war will never be a solution to
the gentle corruption of fears and dissatisfaction into unreason
Vietnam (Vietnam Dialoguethe source, their latest series
the problem.
and bigotry.
Pro and Con), I felt it did not
ol tests showed an extremely
Dick Mansfield
present both sidos.
high count immediately down
Off Campus
For the con side, Lee states
stream from the city's new
that the anti.war faction has
dumpo
created "myths" to encourage
The group isn't all speeches
an American withdrawal. In my
and letters. They have also
To the Editor:
opinion these "myths" (love
Who is the Baneful Bomber? organized several floats down
versus hate and war versus '
Could it possibly be the Dean the river on inner tubes and
peace) are simply putphrases, .
of Women in her ardent search rubber rafts, one ol which, in
but behind them is contained an
In 1903 Edwin Porter made "The Great Train Robbery,"
for booze? Or might it be Wen- honor of Supreme Court Justice
important meaning for humanand the American film industry hasn't been the same since ..
dell Hill initiating a private Douglas, was filmed and teleity.
Not only was this the first narrative motion picture, but it
panty party? Or could it be vised over a Seattle television
I believe the U.S. should with.
station.
was also the first Western.
someone who is oven more dis.
draw by first stopping the
According to David Burt,
The Western has come a long way artistically since its early
turbed? Mentally ill, even?
senseless slaughter and bring
CWSC English professor, "Any
days. Originally relegated to the category of the "B picture,"
Impossiblel Even President
the matter to the United Na.
student support, whether it be
Johnson encourages frequent
the Western has finally come into its own with the world's
tions
instead of playing the
technical knowl~dge, ideas, or
bombing escapades and who
film critic~. Some Westerns have even taken their places on the
self.appointed, and self.right.
an interest in conservatio.n of
doubts his sanity?
lists of the great American films.
eous saviour of the world from
beauty and re~ources, is more
Undoubtedly this ca.per is the
SGA ·is presenting two of the finest examples of this genre,
Communism.
than welcome."
work of a devious, yet ingenious
"Shane" and "Stagecoach".
Lee's statement that U.S.
In "Shane," Alan Ladd Portrays a gunfighter who is hired
mind, which immediately casts
withdrawal wouldn't end the
suspicion upon the Campus Cop.
by a homesteader (Van Heflin) to protect the homesteader's
bloodshed is in my opinion
After all, when one only gets
family and ranch against a local cattle baron. For the first
shortsighted. He seems to for" $1.25 an hour, he might as well
time in many years, the gunfighter is able to put down his guns
get that it has been the power.
get some kicks.
and lead a normal · life. He is also able to earn the respect of
ful U.S. military machine which
However, if the Ellensburg
Heflin's wife (Jean Arthur) and Heflin's son (Brandon deWilde).
has been carrying out the most
Police Department, Washington
A series of eight panels cover.
But all of this is shattered when Ladd has to fight again in a
effective slaughter of human State Patrol, Sheriff's Office,
range war.
ing the intellectual and rational
life. If for no other reason
George Stevens who directed this film has breathed life into a
F .B.I., U.S. Supreme Court,
level, and the artistic level are
than stopping the deaths of and President Brooks are unable
being planned by the. Pre.Sym.
theme which was thought to be quite shopworn. .
counUess Americans, withto solve this threat to our aca.
posium program committee.
John Ford's "Stagecoach" is the story of the adventures endrawal and future peace settle.
domic community, then an am.
The program topic will alter.
countered by the passengers on a stagecoach bound for Lords.
ment would stop the blood· ance of the Green Hornet and
nate each week between the two
burg, Arizona.
shed.
the Dynamic Duo should be form.
Claire Trevor as a prostitute, Thomas Mitchell as a drunken
general areas.
Lee denies there could be a
ed to bring tho nefarious prankdoctor, and John Wayne as a desperado all give excellent per.
The intellectual level will cov.
humanitarian question. He for.
ster to his (or her), just deserts.
formances.
er broad areas such as the sci.
gets that the most powerful naName Withheld
This ''Grand Hotel on wheels" bristles with excitement, and has
ences, politics, economics, philtion on earth is economically,
By Request
set the pace for many of -the Westerns which have followed
osphy, and sociologyandpsychosocially, and politically put.
since its release.
logy. The program will take the
verizing one of the weakest. I
"Shane" will be shown at 7 p.m. Friday and 10 p.m. Saturdayo
form of a panel discussion or ·
believe this is a humanitarian
"Stagecoach" will be shown at 10 p.mo Friday and 7 p.m. Saturday.
debate centering around new
question, one in which interna.
To the Editor,
Both features are scheduled for Hertz Recital Hall.
things
happening in each field.
tional law should operate (and not
I would like to pz:otest the canthe SEA TO agreements which
Possible
programs for the arts
cellation of Intra.mural College
he states gives the U.S. a raBowl competition for this year. include electronic music accom.
tional for aggression).
College Bowl h~s been a lltUe. panied by an expla.na tion; presen.
The million Vietnamese
publicized, but very enjoyable tation of new techniques used in
peasants Lee speaks of fleeand worthwhile activity involv. art work; and a "Happening"
ing to the South sounds more
ing the entire campus in the pa.st. where people pa.int their own picALL-AMERICAN COLLEGE NEWSPAPER 1965-66
like
a
flight
from
bombs
over.
Several ~teresting questions tures during the program.
Published weekly on" Fridays during the academic year excep
head than a conjured up threat
test weeks and holidays. Entered as second class matter at the
have been raised by this
Mrs. Laing, instructor in Eng.
U.S. Post Office, Ellensburg,Wosh. 98926.
of Communist control.
announcement:
lish and committee member,
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African· Traces ~hodesian Crisis
,_ _ Part

One------------------ By Shem-Lord Ida/a--

The RhodesJan issue is a
"touchy" subject to discuss.
However, when the facts under.
lying 1t are weighed in perspec.
live, it becomes clear that Rhodesia for a long time bas been a
land ot strife.
It is worthwhile to note that
Rhodesia's troubled "case-study;'
siarted when Dr. David Living.
SHEM.LORD
stone, a missionary, "discover.
IDALA
ed'' that pa.rt ot Central Africa_.
Imperial Europe was ready to grab the land the mis.
sionary had discovered.
In the 19th Century an empire builder was Cecil
Rhodes. After failing as a politicJan in South Africa,
Rhodes made his way north "to find a land of honey."
He found his honey in Rhodesia.

Smith Sings.
We can undersfand why Smith Sings:

You can call us rebels,
You can call us rogues,
We were founded by an Englishman _
By the name of Cecil Rhodes.
White people who were oppressed by the Afrikaners
(Boers.Dutch) of South Africa followed Rhodes north
and settled. Surprisingly, they established a' govern.
ment based on discriminatory laws like those ot the
apartheid of South Africa. The dilemma siarted when
the blacks came to realize they were being discrimin·
ated against in their land by foreign masters.
The struggle reached a point ot no return in 1961
when, after the Lancaster House conference, the
British government drew up a constitution that would
enable the Rhodesians to acquire the training to make it

· possible for them to iake control of their govermnent.
The same constitution was aimed atreducingilllteracy
and poverty among the RhodesJans. They wero also
to be assimilated in government and politics. The
segregationists in Rhodesia did not like this. They
impeached prime minister after prime minister in
search for one who would lead the country to disaster.
They found that kind of person in Jan D. Smith.

·

Leaders Detained

(let us all pull together). But this slogan is likely to
be short.lived so long as Britian still mainiains a racist
regime in Rhodesia.

These Contributed

- :

The nationalist movements were a scare to Smith's
administration and so h<e banned them, placing their
leaders under detention.
The Rhodesia.a white farmers began serious planning
-planning that culminated in what is commonly called
UDI (Unilateral Declaration of Independence) on No.
vember 11, 1965.
Africans looked to Britain to solve their domestic
affairs. Prime Minister Wilson called UDI treasonous.
The world stood-by and expected Wilson to do something about the rebellion.
Wilson's words turned out to be "empty threats."
Indeed, it is a case of kith and kin. Africans watched
Wilson crush Arab rebels in Aden on November 11,
1965, while Smith was a worse rebel than the Arabs.
Anyone who !mows the British government will agree
that Her Majesty's Government crushes rebellions
unsparingly. This dates back to the American rebellion.
Did George m not send troops to the colonies?
Was the Mau Mau not humbled by the King's Armed
Rifles?

SHEM.. LORD IDALA hails from Nairobi,
Kenya where he served as headmaster
(principal) of an intermediate school (junior
high). Presently a junior majoring in History,
Idala will do post..graduate work in piblic
administration in Kenya.
BOB LEE is a junior, Army veteran and
serves as SGA treasurer and YR president
at Central. Lee is majoring in Polltical Science and Business Administration and
Economics.
ROB TUCKER, a Political Science major
and History minor, is past president of the
Central YD's.
JERRY BOPP, a History majo~, serv-ed as
past president of CentraPs YD's and cur.
rently represents them on the State Board
of Young Democrats.

Problems Will Worsen

The longer the Rhodesian crisis persists, the worse
the racial relationship in Africa will become. We have
above everything else striven to mainiain racial bar.
mony so far. This is what we call Haaraambee!

Vietnam Dialogue

Nature of Enemy

Price of War

-By Bob L e e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - R o b b Tucker'& Jerry BoppLast wee!t I began
this series with a few
comments about some
of the fallacies that
have been deliberate.
ly initiated to under.
mine the determim.•
don Of the U .,S to COD•
tinue their support of
the government of
South Vietnam. In COD·
tinuing this week I
should like to begin
with a few comments
BOB
about the article by
LEE
Jerrv Bopp and Pobb
Tucker in last week's ·1crier 1 •
They asserted that the United States
has aligned itself with the forces oppos.
ing Vietnamese nationalism. If byViet.
namese nationalism they mean complete
control of both North and South Vietnam
by Ho Chi Minh, then they are absolutely
correct. The fact that they choose tc
ignore is that North and South Viet.
nam are two separate entities.
0

Independence Threatened
Ho Chi Minh is not the symbol of
Vietnamese nationalism; he is the sym.
bol of North Vietnamese nationalism.
There is no threat to the independence
of North Vietnam; there is a threat to
the independence of South Vietnam and
it is directed by Ho Chi Minh. It is
this external threat which the United
States opposes.
Tucker and Bopp assert that the
Communist forces do not suffer from the
stigma of being a colonial force and
are thus able to move into the power
void in emerging nations. May I sug.
gest that the reason is that the Com.
munists are not engaged in nation build·
1ng in those emerging areas. They are
engaged in nation destroying. Theyoper.
ated through their National Liberation
Fronts to capitalize on the aspirations
and ignorance of . the people to bring
about !he downfall ot governments. The
communists do not flow into the power
void; they create it and then use it to
gain control.

Viet Cong Demand Control
The Viet Cong and Ho Chi Minh are
not merely trying to gain a voice in the
government of South Vietnam nor are

they particularly interested in econo.
mic, political, or social development.
They demand toial control of the govern.
ment of South Vietnam. In spite ot a
concerted effort on the part of the
United Stites to bring the dispute to the
conference table they continue to demand
a toial withdraw! of U.,s. troops before
they will even consider negotiation.
The government of the U.,s. has even
gone so far as to offer economic aid
to North Vietnam if they will only
cease their aggression against the south.

Communist Methods Cited
The Communists are engaged in an
all out effort to weaken the South
Vietnamese government and to discredit
it and the U.$. in their effort to bring
'political reform to the South. In last
year's elections for a constituent as.
sembly the Viet Cong first demanded
a boycott of the elections and then
threatened reprisals against any who
dared to go to the polls. Failing in this
tactic9 they have begun a campaign of
ter r or
against those elected
and have succeeded inassassina.tingtwo
of the most ardent anti-communists on
that assembly.
In view of these iactics it is hard for
me to accept the thesis that they are
really interested in political or economic reform.

Whatever President
Johnson's shortcom.
ings may be, it is
difficult to deny that
he is well.seasoned
in the art of politics.
The 1966 elections
left little doubt that
the mood of the Pres..
ident had likewise
changed. Last year's
idealist is this year's
realist. Last year's
idealist -could demand
butter for the reforms
JERRY
of the Great Society
BOPP
as well as guns for destruction in
Vietnam.
Last year President Johnson said
"There are men who cry out that we
must sacrifice. Well, let us rather
ask them who will they sacrifice? Are
they going to sacrifice the children
who seek the learning or the sick who
need the medical care, or the families
who dwell in squalor now brightened by
the hope of home?"
v··

Reduced To Margarine
This year's Johnson maae it pat.
ently clear that last year's guns and
butter has been reduced to this year's
guns and margarine.

-From Other Colleges----------

0 ur Reckless Youth
(ACP)-Almost daily, the press and
other forms of mass media voice a
comemnation of America's youth for
their movements of protest and rebel.
lion, comments the College Heights
Herald, Western Kentucky University.
The "older" generation of any given
period of time almost gleefully flails
away at youth for its recklessness and
irresponsibility. A psychologist may
well have penetrating theories concern.
ing this phenomenon of man.
Reckless, inquisitive youth is the
backbone of human progress.
It is the tempered, sane, realistic,

aged man who snarls at his neighbor.
It is the gnarled, impotent hand of age
which draws the odious sword of legislated hats and presses it upon youth

to carry.
America is blessed with an abundance
of reckless youth. Its erratic, swallow-fiight in search of truth is an asset
of immeasurable degree •. Seemingly,
the generation of restraint will never
understand its junior, for like a
wrinkled, hoary voyager standing on
the bank of a frothy mountain river,
he curses it for its violence· and thus
damns the valley it feeds.

The unholy alliance between the pbar.
isaical nay.sayers of the North
and their anachronistic counterparts
in the South, better known as the Re..
publican-Dixiecrat coalition, once more
has an effective veto over all domestic
legislation in the House. House Minority
Leader Gerald Ford, however, has
called for a "new positivism.''

'New Positivism' Noted
"We've got to maintain the gunso
We must reduce the butter," said the
spokesman for the "new positivism"
of the Republican Party.
This "new positivism" has set a
dangerous precedent in Congress. Once
again aligned with the Southern Dixie.
crats it has shown its colors by self.
righteously denying the people of Harlem
of their duly-elected representation in
Congress.
It seems certain that the "new pos.
itivism" of the Right will successfully
negate even the mild social legislation
advocated by the President. Thus the
war in Vietnam will prolong ignorance,
hunter, and despair in theUnii3'1States.

U.S. Power Vietnam Centered
The attention and power of the United
States, then, will more and more come
to be centered directly on the an.
pervasive issue of Vietnam.
In his State of the Union address
the President quoted Lincoln, saying,
"We must ask whither we are and
whither we are tending" in relation
to the Vietnam war. He made what
seemoo . to be almost a perfunctory
call for "all appropriate initiatives"
to bring about "unconditional discus.
sions of peace." The main emphasis
appeared to be an appeal to endurance
on the part of the American peopleo
There should be no misunderstand·
ing on this point: We can stay in
Vietnam as long as we wish. This,
however, is not the course prescribed
by the Administration. · The rationale
behind the bombing is to "raise the ·
cost of aggression" until the North
Vietnamese are forced to the nego.
tiating table. This may take a long
time.
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More Classes Planned For Fall
Three and possibly four more
classes are planned to be offer.
ed in anthropology for the new
fall catalogJ according to James
M • Alex;inder, m, assistant professor of anthropology.
Ethnology of Africa, a four.
credit class, Theories of R'.ce,
a two.credit class, and Studies
in Primate Social Behavior, a

four-credit class, will be open to
sophomores, juniors, and sen.
iors. Applied Anthropology, a
f our ..credit class, will be opc.n
to juniors and ~seniors · only.
North American Archaeology,
a four-credit lecture class open
· to sophomores, juniors, and seniors, will also be a new class
heading in the catalog.

Free Pick-Up & Delivery Service
In At 100utat5

•

Friendly Courteous Service

Ed's C-leaner's
301 N. Pine - 962-6401

Her Flock
Surrounded by her fiock of girls, Mrs. Lois Stroup attends one of the dorm meetings that
are part of her job a& head resident of Kamola Hall. Mrs. Stroup, took her job to escape
boredom; now she "expects the unexpected" and loves it.
(Pho~ by Craig Markham)

Kamala First Lady Loves Job
st~dards council acts on all
infractions of rules. I merely
advise them," Mrs. Stroup emphasi?.ed.
Though her hours are long
quit.
and fllled with varied chores,
·Mrs. Stroup wouldn't exchange
Her reason: boredom.
Mrs. Stroup is seldom bored her job with anyone~
anymore as head resident of·
"I love every minute of my
Kamola Hall.
work. Knowing that in some
"As an accountant I faced small way I am helping the
basically the ~e thing every girls ls my greatest reward,"
day. At Kamola, the unexpected Mrs. Stroup said.
is expected," stated Mrs.
Kamola girls seem to sense
Stroup.
her sincere interest in their
Mrs. Stroup, working under
the Dean of Women, ls charged
with administrative and counsel·
ing duties. The latter consumes
the gi:eatest Portion of. her day.
"It ls the head resident's
responslb1llty to be on call 24
hours a day, seven days a week
to bandage a cut, locate a missing
girl or comfort a homesick
freshman," Mrs. Stroup said.
According to Kamola's head
resident, the quallflcations for
her job include a genuine inter·
est in young people, a good sense
of humor, and the ability not to
panic. She must be a resourceful
per son who knows where to get
the answers the girls need.
Maintaining discipline is another task assigned to the bead
resident.
"I don't consider myself a
disciplinary officer. The house
"unexpocted expected"

By STEVE MILLER
News Editor
After serving 25 years as an
accountant for the General Electric Company, Mrs. Lois Stroup

·MAKE IT
SPECIAL.
CALL HOME.
They'll love to hear from you.
You can talk three minutes station-tostation anywhere in the continental
U.S. for $1.00 or less plus tax.

.#·
>
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ELLENSBURG

lELE.PHONE CO.
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FRI. &SAT.
,.__....a.....__.~C~O~MEDY
& WESTERN ACTION
(COMEDY PLAYS AT 7:00 & 11 :05)

J8CKLemmon
waLTeR matrHau

in BILLY

WILD0R'S

Trte FORT\Jne COOKle
with

RON RICH . CLIFF OSMOND and introducinq JUDI WEST
(WESTERN Pl.A YS AT 8:55 ONLY)

g~\~~~•rCHUCK
CONNORS
I'' '·
PRESENTS

a1DEnBEiiiiiD

VENGEANCE

m@i~tHtlltttttttttttt\ COLUMBIACDLDR fitlttMlMtMtJtMitMtl
STARTS SUNDAY THRU TUESDAY JAN. 29-31
COMEDY AND ROMANCE
PLAYS FIRST

'66 Falcon Wagon .......
Automatic,
ranty

power

S!095

steering, 9,700 miles, full new-car war-

'66 Comet Capri 4-Dr.

S2295

V-8, automatic, power steering, 11, 160 miles, warranty

'66 ·Mercury

MontclairS

3195

4-Dr. Hardtop ............
fully

equipped

including

.

air conditioning

5

'66 Ford Fairlane 500 . 2395
4-door, V-8, power steering and brakes, automatic, new
car warranty

'66 Mustang Hardtop

well-being. Her apartment ls
seldom without a visitor.
"The girls think she ls a
wonderful, kind and UJ,,derstand·
ing woman,n according to K~
mola resident Dorothy Byers.
"There's nothing I wouldn't
tell her," added Kris Hall, al_so
of Kamola..
Mrs. Stroup, an avid golfer
and bridge player, seldom finds
time to pursue these interests.
"There's just not enough time
in my schedule," commented the
head resident.
She does manage to attend a
ceramics class, though.
Kamola's first lady graciously
refuses to comment on future
retirement plans.
"That's a long, long way off,''
concluded Mrso Stroup.
Kamola girls are glad it ls,
too.

Kinsey Tries
Olympia lobby
John Kinsey, SGA president,
will be giving a "keynote" ad·
dress today at the Northwest Stu.
dent Association Conference ln
Seattle.
The the me of the conference
is: "The Significant Areas of
Student Government Involve.
ment," Kinsey said.
"Because this ls an election
quarter on our campus, the con·
fer~nce will deal mainly with
working out procedure and style
for the primary elections," Kin·
sey said.
Austin Cooper, former SGA
executive vice.president, and
Dennis Hamilton, executive coordinator, are attending the con·
ference with Kinsey.
·
"Cooper and Hamilton have
helped me draw .up a convention
style that we shall use during
primary elections this quarter,"
Kinsey said.

s2595

THE
DANCE

V-8, power steering, automatic, radio, 2,500 miles, full
warranty

'65 Falcon 4-Dr•..........

5

1895

V-8, automatic, power steering, - low miles

Kelleher Motor ·co.
,.

6thmHIP..,I

Ballet (all levels
ginning
pointe)

thru be-

Rhythmical

,

Exerci~ .e

women)

· (adult

Call Mrs. Cox
925-5338 days 968-3367 eves.
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Bookstore
Large Selection
a.~~~

Sweat Shirts

KODEL
l'OLYBSTJDR P!BBR

Only $3 25

·

-0n1y the fiber is made 1r1·Eastnmn,
not fabrics or aarmeats .

'Q &l
....

New Arrivals

Best Selling
Paperbacks

This large selection and
many 111ore

Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon thru Fri.
11 a~m.-4 p.m. Saturdays -
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library Walls Feature Display
Of Great Men's Handwriting
An exhibit entitled, "Great
Men and Their Hand.Writing,"
now graces the Art and Music
corner of Bouillon Library. The
historical exhibit, spa~ an
enUre wall, displays a selec.
tion of twenty.six facsimiles of
handwriting. A short exp Jana.
tion of the written text and a
printed version accompany each
facsimile.
The material for the exhibit
was ta.ken :from the now rare
portfolios entitled, "The His-

tory of the Art of Writing"
(published b:9' Merrill & Baker,
London, New York, 1902).
The collection, which will remain on diSPlay through ·s um.
mer quarter, 1967, otters the
students and faculty an oppor.
tunity to view the handwriting
of such men as Leonardo Dat,
Vine~ Sir Francis Bacon, New. i
ton, Kant, and Pushkin.
Only on rare occasions may
the public view such a collec.
tton.

right
on target ...

MO.Hresscide
In jovial ignorance of official regulations forbidding ha.zing.type activities, a crew of mat.

tress toters carries a victim to · meet his fiancee. For the newly engaged, mattresscide,
is a fate some claim worse than death. At ride's end the barely clad, shaving-creamed
covered victim is placed before his girl's dorm. She must then go forth and release him.
·
(Photo by Pete Edlund)

Mattresscide Rites May Be Out
There's novelt
styling ·
Y
in our
lllany
£,
Watches
c:r Y~ur lady.
:llJe in, see!

By JOHN DENNETT
Contributing Writer
Sweecyland' s
mattresscide
rites might be on their way out.
The strange (some critics
charge 'insane') engagement
parties sp0nsored unofficially
. by Men's Residence Halls may
oo longer be the appropriate
ceremony for the newly engaged,
pending administrativedecision.
The mattresscide customs de.
veloped sometime in Central
Washington State College's history are no longer as ·popular
as they once were. Many men's
halls ignore the engagement an..
nouncements of their members,
while most of the women's residence halls continue to honor
their members with candle light
ring passing ceremonies.

Conflicts With Policy

Tuxedo or
White Dinner.
Jacket·with
all accessories

Mattress parties do conflict
with the established college pot.
icy on hazing. In the past,
though, college officials have
generally overlooked the activ.
ities. The administration is now
looking into the issue.
The typical mattress party
begins when the future groom is
captured by his residence hall
brothers late at night. · They

strip him to his umerwear and
give him a night gown to wear,
or sometimes they just take him
in his underwear.
When the mattresscide victim
is fully dressed, or maybe un.
dressed, his friends place him
on a mattress. Then pressurized
shaving cream cans suddenly
appear and the helpless victim
is tied to his mattress and
covered with shaving cream.
Then the guest of honor is shouldered, mattress and all,
~d carried to his girl friend's
hall by his buddies. Usually a
somewhat roundabout route is
used by the mattress partiers
singing and shouting as they
make their way.
Finally the future groom is
taken to the residence hall of
his bride-t0ebe where she may
rescue him with a kiss while
everybody watches.

Custom Humiliates
Mattresscide backers claim
the whole project is a fun, laugh.
able party. Critics charge that
the custom thoroughly . humm.
ates both the fellow and his
fiance.
Opponents claim mattress par.

ties are potentially dangerous
mob situations; · that they are
sources of possible injury to the
mattresscide victim or his spon.
soring friends; and that theyare
definitely breaking a school rule
against hazing.

~50

Custom Foolish
As one administrative official
put it, "The engagement an.
nouncement should be a time of
much happiness, not of fear of
some foolish unfounded custom.
Hopefully both the guys and the
la.dies could find some way to
honor the couple in a memorable
way free of embarrassment to
either party.''

All orders should
be in 3 days
prior to when
needed
f

Business students, do all the budget
problems balance-except your own?

5th & Ruby

An NB of C Special Checking account may help you stay in the
black! A great way to organize your budget and provides a
record of expenditures. No need to carry excess cash. No minimum balance. No service charge. P.ay only a dime a check.
Inquire today!
NDorr'
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

llv

FABRIC SHOP
Everything

for

your sewing

needs.

412 N. Pine

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
JACK REITSCH, Manager, Ellensburg Branch, Sth and Pearl

962-2204
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Surging Wildcats Journey to.Eastern
By GREG BOLVI
Sports Editor
Basketball opponents of Cen.
tral Washington S1ate College
are trying to find a way to stop
one of the strongest tea.ms ever
developed on the Ellensburg
campus. Some suggest the op.
ponents don't show up. Others
say to keep Mel Cox (Mr. Ma.
chine), from getting the 00.ll. The
wiser ones say play the 'Cats
with 6 men on the court at the
same time.
Despite all the advise, the

Wildcats finished one of their
biggest weekends this year by
dumping Whitworth twice, 775 5 and 79-69, and racing past
Seattle Pacific 105-78. The two
wins over Whitworth left Dean
Nicholson's cagersallaloneatop
the Evergreen Conference with
an unblemished 4-0 record.

Eastern Next
Eastern Washington next gets
the chance to see what they can
do in an effort to keep the Wild.
cats from running awayfrom the

rest of the league. The 'Cats
travel to Cheney to entertain the
Savages tonight, then square off
and renew rivalries again to.
morrow evening. The Wildcats
reblrn to Nicholson Pavilion
Monday, Jan. 30, to 1ake on St.
Martins.

· Wildcats On Top
Last weekend's whins over
Last weekend's wins over
Whitworth were very big ones
indeed. Before the Pirates jour.
neyed into the Wildcats' Ja.ir,
they had won seven games in a
row, and were tied with Central
for the lead in the Ev.Co with
a 2.0 mark. Central took care
of that in a hurry. Mel Cox
shook loose for 29 points with
an assortment of shots, the Wild.
cats played perhaps their best
defensive game to date, and the
Pirates fell, 77-55.
Despite Rod McDonald's 39
points the next night, Central
showed better overall ha.la.nee
and a stronger bench in com.
ing up with a hard fought, well
deserved, 79-69 triumph.

Bambi
Instrumen1al in the 'Cats Sat..
urday win was Dave Benedict.
"Barn bi," with his graceful
· moves and great jumping ability
was great on the defensive
boards. And have you ever seen
more perfect form when Bambi
thinks . a free throw is going to
be missed? He leaps into the
air, and when the 00.11 drops
through the hoop, he lands on
the ha.11 of his left foot with
his right leg out straight behind him, then pirouettes ha.ck
into place in the foul lane.

17, Ed Rogel hit from all over
the court and wound up with 15,
and Benedict 1allied 10.
When senior guard Dick Brown
·h it a jump shot from the left
side of the key to put the Wildcats over the one hundred mark
for the second tlme this season,
the capacity crowd ga. ve the
team a s1anding ovation. It was
a fitting climax to a tremen.
dous performance.

•Coach Comments
Coach Nicholson had the
following to say about his up.
coming opponent, Eastern Washington, "They are a real strong
team, and are much better than

Come in and Practice for the
February All-C~llege Tournament

$1 .25 per ho.u r
Student Special
with S.G.A. Card

$1 .00 per hour
12-7 p.m.

~

Falcons Shot Down

Rogel Bombs Away
Ed Rogel (40), draws a bead on the ha.sket and lets fly
with a scoring shot as he leaps above the out-stretched
arm of Foster Walsh.
(Photo by Pete Edlund)

The game with Seattle Pac.
ific was one of sweet revenge
for Nicholson and his troops.
He had defeated SPC only once
since his tenure as head cciach
at CWSC, but the Wildcats took
care of that la.st Monday night.
Glenn Smick led the scoring
parade for the home forces with
19 points as all five starters
for Central hit double figures.
Mel Cox hit 18, Dan Bass tallied

Phone 925-9785

Prediction

MISS CHRIS
THORGAARD

We Have A Complete Stock
Of Quality Chains

~~

ALSO:

;;•·Muffler & Tail Pipe
Inspection
•Lube & Oil
•Wash & Polish
• Minor Tune Up
• Brake Service

Wil ''Bill'' SHREVE
CHEVRON SERVICE
Continuous Action
Alertness Capsules

on Spokane Hiway

Announcing • • •

CNECI(!

When you can't afford to be drowsy,
inattentive, or anything less than all
there . .. here's how to stay on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non-habit-forming.

RACK'NCUE

Weather

SNOW

When You Must Keep Alert

their record indicates. U we
don't come up with a 100 per
cent effort, we could come out
on the short end of the score.''
"They have three men aver.
aging in double figures (Wayne
Gilman, 11.3; Jack Cleghorn, .
10.7; and Dave Pounds, 10.3),
and Eastern has done a lot of
recruiting and has come up with
a lot of imported talent," Ni·
cholson s1ated.
"As for St. Martins, they are
a well drilled, tough ha.llclub.
That Terry Easter got 35 points
against us down in Olympia, and
Vince Strojan can hurt you from
outside~ It's going to be a good
game," he concluded.
'

8th & C Street

925-9216

••. a New Singjng
Sensation at Webster's

Appearing Nightly . • •

FRIDAYS AND
SATURDAYS
"Enioy the Finest in Dinners"

WEBSTER'S
BRAND ROO"'
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Pacific Northwest AAU Titles
Eyed by Wildcat Swim Squad
By JGJGIE LOUJS
Assistant Sports Editor
The Pacific Northwest _'\AU
'Championships offer .a mighty
tantalizing challenge to the Cen.
tral Washington swimming team
following two surprisingly im.
pressive victories last weekend.
Enter Championships
Coach Robert Gregsori's mer.
men, owning a .4.-1 won-loss record, journey across the moun.
iains to Sea.We tomorrow for a
rugged test in the PNAAU Swim·
ming & Diving Compet.t;ion, and
a chance to swim against some
of the best in the area.
With no meet scheduled for to-

day, the Wildcats from Ellensburg can prime for a big per.
formance in this meet, as only
superb performances can give
the 'Cats a chance at the team
tiile.

· Morrill Does It Again

His new mark is a breath-taking 250 .55 points.
· With eight wins in the twelve
events at Bellingham, Central
clearly esiablished itself as the
overwhelming favorite to re.
peat as EvCo Champs again
this year.

Diver Mark Morrill will be
· seeking some able competition
in his specialty, as he is w~ll
on his way to becoming one of
the .truly outsianding athletes in
Central history. Morrill, only
a sophomore this year, broke
his own diving record again
Jast weekend in Central's 70.
34 sinking of Western at Bell·
ingham, Saturday, January 21.

Don Blair shows fine form
as he dives off the starting
blocks while teammates Jett
Tinius and Jim Thomas look
on.

· 'Cots Swamp USC

Stover'·s Heart Boxes
A.-Ulh
Ta bu
Twenty Carets

Colognes - .

Seven Winek
Prophecy

Fragrances .

WindAutumn
Song
Gold

<f ~~
"

~ta§'

·~
-\.r
-

ChanelNo.5
_C hanel_No. 22

dJ~

Benedict Gets Two
1>4,ve Benedict (32), Central Washington's fJa.shy forward,
goes Wa.y up into the air · to tally two points despite the
efforts of Foster Walsh (43) of Whitworth. Benedict play.
ed a vitalpartintheWUdcat'spairof wins over the Pirates,
particularly on. defense.
(Photo by Pete Edlund)

Matmen Grapple Huskies Here

II
I

Friday, January 20, Gregson's
boys swamped the University
of British Columbia, 65-39, win.
ning eight races, two by All·
American Jeff Tinius, and two
by veteran Jack Ridley. The
two relays, the 400.yard med.
ley relay team of Larry Skaar,
Greg Wilson, Steve Barber, and
Mike Bolton, and the 400-yard
freestyle relay team of Mark
Fairshter, Jim Thomas Jack
Ridley, and Don Blair scored
wins both nights.
Next home swim fest for Cen.
tral will be S~turday, February
4 at 8 p.m.

Your Beauty Health and Prescription Center"
CLARENCE HELGESON and JOE SCHWAB
4th and Pin
925·5344

LEE RIDERS
Men'sDark Blue,
Light Blue, ~heat,
and Green ·

Women's-

By KUGIE LOUJS
Assistant Sports Editor
What to do for an encore!
This problem may confrontcen.
tral wrestlers for a long time
to come after last week's matches.

of the finer teams in the na.
: Shut Out Western
tion this year, and surely the
Saturday night, against the
finest ever assembled at Cen. number one challenger in the
tral, proved their upset of Ore. EvCo race, Western Washington,
gon State in Ellensburg two Beardsley turned his grapplers
weeks ago was no fluke as they · loose. on the Vikings in Bellmanhandled the supposedly im- ingham, and before he could
Muzzle Huskies
proved University of Washing. harness them, the Cats had swept
Cmch
Eric Bm.rclsley's - ton, 22.9, last Friday night in every match, three by pins. The
wrestling team, undoubtedly one Se:lttle.
final score was a humilla ting,
33-0 defeat for Western.
The UW Huskies get another
chance at the Wllcats tonight
at 7:30 p.m. in the Nicholson
Pavlllon. With top performan.
ces by the smaller men to go
along with the reliable veterans
in the heavier weights, Central
could give the Huskies a tast
of a shut.out.

Dry Cleaning
Shirt Service

1 Day Service

Squad Travels

Free Pick-Up & Delivery
925 -5389 - 207 N. Pine

Str~tch

Light Blue, Dark Blue,
Wheat Green, and
Silver Grey

FLOWERS
For All Occasions
FOR THAT SPECIAL

Mills
Saddle N Tog
Complete Western
Outfitters
4th & Main - 962-231 2

925-5558
FREE DELIVERY

Ellensburg Floral Shop
Downtown Location-Next to the Post Office

Tomorrow, the Wildcats fol.
low the basketballers to Cheney
for a match with Eastern's
wrestlers. Starting time for that .
match is 2 p.m.
Lamoin Merkley and Leroy
Werkhoven ea.ch recorded pins
both nights last weekend, but per.
haps the most exciting victory
was that of Dennis Warren over
Western's previously unbeaten
145-pounder, Jim Chapman Sat.
urday night.
Mike Turner, Larry Brown,
and Gary Morgenson, all victims
Friday night, came through in
convincing fashion Saturday
night. Turner winning 10.2, Mor.
genson in a 15-1 decision, and
Brown with a first-r ound pin of
his opponent, Pete Jancfa .
John Casebeer at 152 pounds,
made his contribution Satur day
evening in his initlal match,
overcoming the Vikings' Dave
Rice, 6-3.. . .. , ...... .
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'Cat Gymriasts
Meet Everett

Airplane Turn At Stevens
Larry Hansen, a freshman from Everett, shows fine technique as he attempts an airplane
turn at Stevens Pass Ski Area last Sunday. Jim. Norman's instructing ability seems .to be
paying dividends. Norman,
who is the president of the Alpine Club, is also the instructor
.
of the advanced racmg class for Central Washington State College skiing enthusiasts.
Approximately 125 skiers boa.rd the buses each Sunday to spend the day on the slopes
practicing their technique and in general, just having a lot of fun.

Sweecy Skiers Take To Slopes
For Fun Times And Good Skiing
By JOE ENTRIKIN
Staff Reporter
According to Club President
Jim Morman, Alpine Club is
"one hell of a lot of fun"
and the bus rides "are
WILDf"
With over 125 members there
is much active interest and par.
ticipa tion.
"I go skiing to hear the
birds chirping and see the
girls frolicking in the snow",
Alpine Club Vice President Bob
Spaulding said.
The clubs primary purpose
is to promote skiing and, sec.
ond, to help the kids get a way
from the old routine of dorm
living.

Alpine Avails Lessons
The ski school is being con.
·ducted every Sunday until February 19, at Stevens Pass. It
consists of two sessions with
150 participants.
The bus leaves the central
campus at 7:15 a.m. and re.
turns at 6:00 p.m.
All instructors for the ski
school come from the Central
student body. They are Jim
Norman, John Bush, Bob Spaid·
ing, Gary Rennemo, and Jeff
Chikusa.

Looking for a new
experience

S~ot

Car Racing

. 7 days a week
12-10 p.m.

HobbySho
914 E. Capital
925-5554

Alpine Club has also set u,p
a ride board in the lobby of
the SUB for all students need·
ing or offering rides to and
from the ski areas.
Pass reports are posted in
the lobby everyday. These re.
ports designate conditions of
all the passes and ski areas.

Bus Trips Available
Every two weeks there is a
charter bus trip to and from
one of the ski areas. These
trips will be advertised in
the lobby of the SUB. This
Friday there is a charter trip
to Ski Acres at Snoqualmie
Pass. The next trip will take
place on Wednesday, Feb. 22.

If Snow Comes
Sweecy Winter Weekend con.
sists of a snow sculpture con..
test on Friday, Feb. 3, pro.
viding there is snow; follow.
ed by the Alpine · Dance-Apr es,
Ski Au Go.Go. Music will be
provided by ttie "Impacts" who
have just returned from a tour
with "Paul Revere and the
Raiders", and "Sonny and
Cher". The crowning of the
Sweecy Winter Queen will be
held at the intermission.
On Saturday, Feb. 4, the in·
tramural ski race (giant sJa ..
lorn) will be held at Snoqual..
mie Pass with the dorm teams
competing. There will be in·
dividual and team trophies.

Central Washington's newest
collegiate sport, gymnastics,
tries for its second win in its
young existence when the Wild.
cat gymnasts journey to Everett
Junior College today.
The Wildcat acrobats have a
1.1 record so far in their ini.
tial year. The 'Cats have de.
feated Everett JC once, and
have lost to the Cheney Gym
Club.
Coach Richard Aronson ex.
pressed confidence in his squad
as they prepare for their meet
with Everett. ''We are much
sµ-onger than we were in the
early part of the season, and
I'm sure the boys will give a
fine effort," Aronson remarked.
"OUr best events are the long
horse, side horse, and floor
exercises. r think our school
has the equal of any school in
the state in this event (floor
exercise)," Aronson continued.

Despite
fiendish torture
dynamic BiC Duo
writes first time,
every time!

Important Cogs
Key men on ttie gymnastic
team include Karol Sowinski,
a sophomore from Kent, who ex.
cells in floor exercise and the
long horse; Roger Smith, a trans.
fer from YakimaJuniorCollege,
whose specialties are the rings
and floor exercise; sophomore
Det Wegener from Richland who
gave a fine exhibition of floor
exercises during the Central.
Seattle Pacific basketball game;
sophomore Phil Peltonen, who
does trampoline work; and Al
Ageldal and John Johnson who
have really shown great im·
provement during their tim e on
the team. Ageldal's events are
the parallel and horizontal bars
while Johnson, a freshman from
Issaquah, competes on the long
horse.
Women Compete
Central's final gymnastic
meet, against Eastern there Feb.
11, will have another CWSC
first.

mc's rugged pair of
stick pens wins again
in unending war
against ball-point
skip, clog and smear.
Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scientists, BIC still
writes first time, every
time. And no wonder.
me' s "Dyamite" Ball
is the hardest metal
. made, encased in a
solid brass nose cone.
Will not skip, clog
or smear no matter
what devilish abuse
is devised for them
by sadistic students.
Get the dynamic
BIC Duo at your
campus store now.

WATERMAN-SIC PE.N CORP.
MILFORD, CONN.

BiC Fine Point 25C

FOR

LUNCH

PLAZA
RECORD SHOP

.TRY OUR EXCLUSIVE
HAMBURGER

INTHE PLAZA

LARGEST & LATEST STOCK
OF PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
AT DISCOUNT PRICES.

• Hi-Rise Hamwich • Broasted Chicken
• Ham Sandwich • Tater Chicks
Plus Everything In Pizzas

ALSO:·

PHONE

RECORDED TAPES
Radios-Electric & Transistor
PHONO NEEDLES
Batteries
Tape Recorders
Blank Tapes
Portable Stereo Players
Wiring Accessories ·

925-llll
Evening Delive,.Y
Sun. Through ~hurs.

Pizza Mia
HOURS:

Students-Bring your broken phono & radios to
Plaza. We will take to main store for repair.

11 a.m. To Midnight Mon.-Thurs.
11 a.m. To 2:00 a.m. Fri. & Sat
1 p.m. To Midnight Sun.

OWNED & OPERATED BY DEAN'S T.V.
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Sweecy Students Play
'Big Brother' To Boys

University Status May Come
To Central in Fall of 1967
A bill to give university status to Central in the fall of 1967
has been introduced Into the state legislature. .,
"The bill, drawn up by Senators Washington and Atwood, is
now resting in the Senate Coµunittee of. Higher Education. We
hope it will be eventua~y reported out," expJained . Donald H.
Baepler, assistant to the president.
Dr. Baepler explained that the change in status would be strictly
a name change, not a functional one. "OUr local situation is complex. "We have several academic deans and a graduate school, the
basis of a university. The trend around the country is to be a
university as soon as one has a graduate school," Dr. Baepler
said.
University status would clarify Central's role as a four.year
institlltiono Currently there is some question of a college's
status, for the two.year college is dropping the "junior" from
its name.
Such a move would also make it easier to recruit faculty,
and it would enhance the possib111ty of federal grants.
Dr. Baepler is currently Central's institutional representative
in Olympia to answer questions of the legislators on educational
matters.

Small boys need dads. I>d.ds
to talk with "man to man."
Dads to look up to, brag about
and imitate.
For some boys there is no
dad. The result: a hollow void
in a youngsters life.
For many local children, with·
out fathers in the home, tliis
void is being filled by Central
men actingas "youth sponsors."
Working in cooperation with
the· Ellensburg YMCA1 thirteen
Central men are now · contributing many hours a month work.
ing with these boys.
According
to
Ellensburg
YMCA Execu~ve Secretary
Erick Borgeson, the college stu.
dents meet bi-weekly with the
boys for organized recrea:tional
activities. Meeting~ are held
at the Methodist Church.

LARRY.
Boy in need.

CAT-A-LOG

Participating students also
take their "boys" to school
functions including ba.sketmll

Wonderland Features Quintet

games, wrestling matches and
movies.
All efforts are directed toward
providing the bors with a mas.
culine influence; an image with
which they can identify," Bor.
geson stated.
"The leadership for this program is selected and counseled
by the executive secretary. The
main qualification is a love for
youth,'' according to Borgeson.
"The sponsored boysprogram
is a two way street; both college
students and youngsters benefit.
The central students gain a
better understanding of the probe
lems facing youth; the boys,
an older 'pal'," Borgeson stated.
Central students envolved in
the program are : Randy Fielder, Jeff Adolf, Robert Lynn,
Lynn Pevey, MikeCavanugh, Ron
Morrison, Norman Chapman,
Chuck Dorsey, Dave Overton,
Tom Scranton, Jerry Perkins,
Bob Peters and Mike Trinner.

12 p .m. in the SUB Ballroom. -meeting in Black 101 on Mon•.
Admission will be $1.00perper. day, Jan. 30, at 7:30 p.m. A
The Tom Hume Quintet will
second meeting will be held in
play tonight at North Hall's an. son.
Hertz Recital Hall, Wednesday,
Test Week Nears
nual "Winter Wonderland". This
Feb.
1, from 7:30 p.m.
TEST
WEEK
NEARS
semi-formal diince will be fromFrosh Mid-quarter test week
9.12 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
There will be a student re..
Admission will be $ 2 .oo per runs from Jan. 30 to Feb. 3.
cit al in Hertz Recital Hall, Tuescoupleo
day, Jan. 31, at 5 p.m.
Curbstone Slated
SGA Films Scheduled
The SGA Curbstone will be
Music Study Club
The campus films for tonight in the SUB Cage 1-3 p.m. Tues.
The Music Study Club will
and Saturday _night will be day, Jan. 31.
hold its meeting on Tuesday,
"Shane" and ''Stagecoach."
Jan. 31, in Hertz Recital Hall
Plav
Practice
Held
These films will be shown in
at 8 p.m.
Play practice will be held in
Hertz Recital Hall.
A faculty recital featuring Her.
Hebeler Auditorium from 6: 30.
Voting Draws Near
10 p.m. Friday, Jan. 27 andSun- b~rt Bird, violinist, and Donald
Smith, pianist, will be held
day, Jan. 29.
VOTING DRAWS NEAR
Thursday, Feb. 2, at 8:15 p.m.
The SGA Nominating Conven.
Club Activities Noted
in the Hertz Recital Hall.
tion g\)es into its second round
The Wesley Club will hold its
tonight at 7 p.m. in McConnell
The Karate Club will hold tis
meeting
Sunday, Jan. 29, at 6:30
Auditorium. Saturday night will
ni eeting in the upper gym on
p.m.
end the convention.
The LSA and the Neuman Club Tuesday, Jan. 31, and on Thurs.
Dance Sponsored
will hold their meetings in the day, Feb. 2, at 7 p.m.
Grupe
Center on Monday, Jan.
The Hawaiian Club will meet
Kathy and 'l'bee unusua.ls will
in the SUB, room 203, 8:30
play at the dance sponsored by 30, at 7 p.m.
The Alpine Club will hold its p .m. on Thursday, Feb. 2.
Hitchcock, tomorrow from 9.

Quintet Plays Tonight

Your HardestCarnpaign Worker is
the ,

Central student Randy Fielder, a youth sponsor, listens
to game instructions being explained by -another student
·involved in the program. At his feet sit Billy and Jerry,
two of 13 youths benefited by the "fatherless boys"
program.
(Photos by Craig Markham)
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